Abstract—Hybrid systems are a compact and natural mechanism with which to address problems in robotics. This work introduces an approach to learning hybrid systems from demonstrations, with an emphasis on extracting models that are explicitly verifiable and easily interpreted by robot operators. We fit a sequence of controllers using sequential importance sampling under a generative switching proportional controller task model. Here, we parameterise controllers using a proportional gain and a visually verifiable joint angle goal. Inference under this model is challenging, but we address this by introducing an attribution prior extracted from a neural end-to-end visuomotor control model. Given the sequence of controllers comprising a task, we simplify the trace using grammar parsing strategies, taking advantage of the sequence compositionality, before grounding the controllers by training perception networks to predict goals given images. Using this approach, we are successfully able to induce a program for a visuomotor reaching task involving loops and conditionals from a single demonstration and a neural end-to-end model. In addition, we are able to discover the program used for a tower building task. We argue that computer program-like control systems are more interpretable than alternative end-to-end learning approaches, and that hybrid systems inherently allow for better generalisation across task configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent work in end-to-end learning has resulted in significant advances in the synthesis of visuomotor robot controllers. However, many of these approaches require extensive amounts of data for training, and there are concerns regarding the reliability and verifiability of controllers obtained using these approaches. This is particularly true in industrial settings, where robot operators require interpretable systems with easily verifiable behaviours, and which can be reconfigured with relative ease when minor task changes occur.

As robotics moves beyond task-level learning and starts to address more challenging scenarios, particularly those requiring memory and conditional perception-action loops, end-to-end models are required to become more and more complex, and as a result are less interpretable and more difficult to alter for different scenarios. Addressing these challenges often requires capturing additional data and model retraining, a particularly time-consuming exercise.

Hybrid systems [12] are a natural remedy to these challenges, and have a long history of application in robotics. This paper seeks to learn hybrid systems from one-shot demonstrations, inferring high-level switching logic that can be easily adjusted by a robot operator, while ensuring that lower-level motion primitives correspond to controllers that are easily verified and inspected, but retaining the benefits of neural learning through perceptual grounding networks.

In order to achieve this, we propose building a hybrid system in a bottom-up fashion, using a generative switching proportional controller model to identify sub-controllers that constitute a demonstration, and inferring a high-level program that executes these controllers in an appropriate manner to reproduce the observed behaviour. Our motivation for this is to align with sequential composition theories in robotics [5], where tasks are solved by moving between sub-controllers lying within the domains of one another. Under our inference framework, each sub-controller is represented by a goal (a joint angle configuration) and an appropriate proportional gain. These sub-controllers can be grounded using a perception network, which predicts goals for a given scene and controller. Importantly, this framework allows for goals to be visually verified by a robot operator, and follows an established perception-action control loop. We use proportional controllers not only for the level of interpretability they provide, but because they allow very rich behaviours to be constructed when chained. Pose-goal-based task representations naturally
allow for the use of planning and collision avoidance schemes for safe execution in manipulation tasks. Moreover, grounded proportional control systems can be considered to be visual-servoing instances of the funnelling compositions of Burridge et al. [5], and are thus a natural mechanism with which to investigate visuomotor control.

Our primary contribution is a method for extracting a programmatic hybrid dynamical system from models trained using end-to-end learning, allowing for the flexibility and interpretability of hybrid control to be used in conjunction with end-to-end learning, and facilitating generalisation across task configurations. In line with this:

- We introduce a probabilistic generative task model that infers proportional controller motion primitives from demonstrations and by performing sensitivity analysis on end-to-end models.
- We bridge statistical learning and symbolic reasoning in order to move beyond low-level task learning, and allow for programmatic reasoning that facilitates generalisation across task configurations.
- We incorporate kinematic structure into the inference process to ensure that inferred symbols map to motion primitives and concepts that are easily verified by robot operators.

We demonstrate this method on a task (Figure 1) requiring the identification of loops, conditionals and low-level motion primitives.

II. RELATED WORK

Learning from demonstration (LfD) [1] is widely acknowledged as a particularly useful paradigm for robot programming. Significant progress has been made in LfD, moving beyond the direct replication of motions to produce more robust approaches [2] through the introduction of more general schemes for modelling motion like dynamic motion primitives [32], linear dynamical attractor systems [10], sparse online Gaussian processes [6, 13] or conditionally linear Gaussian models [7, 23] that can be used for trajectory optimisation.

More recently, trajectory optimisation approaches have been extended to incorporate end-to-end learning, demonstrating robust task level visuomotor control [24] through guided policy search. End-to-end learning has allowed for the use of domain transfer to facilitate one-shot learning [43] from human video demonstrations, and for the use of reinforcement learning to learn optimised control policies [37, 45].

Unfortunately, end-to-end learning approaches typically lack interpretability, are difficult to verify without policy distillation [3] and require significant amounts of training data [36]. In addition, many of these approaches have been criticised as only seeking to imitate and reproduce motions, with little thought to higher level conceptual learning and reasoning [19, 22]. Work on options learning [40, 18] and skill identification [28, 38] has paid greater attention to this aspect, but has arguably slowed with a recent emphasis on end-to-end learning.

End-to-end learning systems often lack flexibility, for example if a task goal is modified [20] or when systematic compositional differences between test and training data are present [26]. Hybrid systems combining the high level symbolic reasoning (long upheld as an essential ingredient of cognition) with sub-symbolic machine learning systems are a natural means of addressing these challenges [21]. For robotics, a key consideration in leveraging symbolic reasoning is the symbol grounding problem [15], which seeks to relate high level conceptual reasoning to physical phenomena or behaviours. A number of symbol grounding approaches have been proposed. For example, Dantam et al. [8] tokenise human demonstrations using a grammar based on detected object connections, and manually link these to robot controllers for an assembly task. Penkov et al. [35] use eye-tracking to identify symbol locations and facilitate instance learning and symbol grounding. Lázaro-Gredilla et al. [22] learn high level concepts (programs) by inducing linear sequences of instructions using example programs, given a known set of atomic instructions for perception and control.

Unfortunately, much work on concept learning has tended to assume that low level motion primitives are known or specified in advance [33, 22] and neglected aspects related to how best to combine a set of low-level primitives to solve a high-level task. Compositional options learning strategies like skill chaining [18] or LQR-trees [41] have sought to address this. This work moves towards addressing the disconnect between options learning, end-to-end learning and symbolic reasoning by extracting compositional low level motion primitives from an end-to-end model and synthesising a program using these.

Our work is similar to Niekm et al. [29], who apply concept learning using a Beta-Process Autoregressive Hidden Markov Model (BP-AR-HMM) to extract high-level skills from demonstrations and then use dynamic motion primitives to model the low-level motions associated with these skills. They extend this work by learning a finite state automaton for skill sequencing, grounding skills with external visual observations for greater flexibility [30, 31]. However, our work differs by extracting an explicit program from demonstrations and in that it pays specific attention to the recovery of both compositional and interpretable motion primitives from neural visuomotor controllers, allowing for its potential application as an explanatory mechanism for models trained using end-to-end learning.

Programmatic structure is a particularly useful means of capturing human-like concepts [19] that provides strong inductive bias for learning symbolic representations [35, 34, 11]. Discovering programmatic structure from observations is a challenging problem that has been studied in the domains of grammar inference [9], program synthesis [14], programing by demonstration [4] and end-user programming [25]. Learning and working with programs not only enables model checking and interpretation of black box policies [42, 33], but also results in powerful abstractions allowing knowledge transfer to novel environments.
III. SYNTHESISING INTERPRETABLE CONTROLLERS

As discussed previously, our goal is to synthesise a program comprising low-level motion primitives that are easily interpretable by a robot operator. We accomplish this using a bottom-up approach, by first inferring low-level controllers for a given demonstration using a probabilistic generative task model. These low level controllers are then grounded using controller specific perception networks, so as to facilitate generalisation across task configurations. Finally, trace level program induction is used to extract a program from the sequence of controller primitives inferred using the generative task model. Each of these components is discussed below.

We test this approach using a reaching task in the spirit of Lázaro-Gredilla et al. [22]. Here, we require our robot to continually inspect a set of 4 coloured blocks and a toy duck in a known order. However, upon reaching the duck, the robot is expected to reverse its inspection direction, as is illustrated in Figure 1. Although seemingly simple, this task comprises both loops and conditionals, in addition to low level control primitives, and so is a challenge for many existing approaches to learning from demonstration.

A. Generative task models

Taking inspiration from the work of Burridge et al. [5] on compositional funnels, we model high-level robot tasks using a generative task model comprising sub-tasks described by a set of proportional controllers acting on joint angles $\theta$. Here, we assume that any robot task can be completed using a sequence $(j = 1 \ldots J)$ of proportional controllers determining robot joint velocities,

$$u_\theta = K^j_p (\theta - \theta^j_d),$$  

parameterised by joint angle goals $\theta^j_d$ and controller gains $K^j_p$. This approach contrasts with those used in [24] (a conditioned linear Gaussian transition model) or the Beta process autoregressive hidden Markov model [31] (a compact vector autoregressive process), in that these low level motion primitives are inherently interpretable, that is, the $j^{th}$ sub-controller can be directly inspected by a robot operator, with goals verified for feasibility.

At any stage in a robot task demonstration, a robot may switch to a new controller, $j + 1$, or continue towards a goal defined by the current controller, $j$. We model this switching behaviour using a Bernoulli trial, sampling goals and gains from a prior distribution $\Phi(\theta)$ if a switch has occurred, or from Gaussian jitter if no switch has occurred. This produces the generative task model,

$$k \sim \text{Bernoulli}(p)$$  

$$\theta^j_d(t) \sim \begin{cases}  
\mathcal{N}(\theta^j_d(t-1), Q_\theta) & \text{if } k = 0 \\
\Phi(\theta) & \text{if } k = 1
\end{cases}$$  

$$K^j_p(t) \sim \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(t-1), Q_{kp})$$  

$$u_\theta \sim \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(\theta - \theta^j_d), R).$$

B. Attribution priors

Inference under the model above can be challenging, as there are numerous joint angle goal possibilities to consider, particularly for robots with large work-spaces. As a result, special attention needs to be paid to the switching prior, $\Phi(\theta)$.

Here, we propose a switching prior based on sensitivity information extracted from an end-to-end model trained to predict robot controls given robot states and images. As mentioned previously, end-to-end learning has been shown to be effective for many robot control tasks, but is often undesirable for robot operators and in industrial applications, given the lack of interpretability of these systems. This lack of interpretability extends across much of modern machine learning, and has led to the development of sensitivity analysis techniques that seek to identify which inputs contribute the most to a model’s output [39, 44]. Gradient-based sensitivity maps are a particularly powerful means of extracting the image content that is salient to a deep learning model, and reliably highlight image content of interest for well trained models, even in cluttered scenes.

We make use of these techniques to construct a prior over controller goals. First, we train an end-to-end prediction model $g(I, \theta)$ using 1700 velocity-image pairs, following the architecture in Figure 2. This model is unable to solve our conditional sequential reaching task as it lacks memory, but is still able to identify image regions of potential importance to a prediction, as shown in the saliency map of Figure 3. Our hypothesis is that many of these salient regions correspond to the probability of switching to a new controller. Given this model and a task demonstration (a sequence of $T$ joint angles and velocities) we infer controller parameters using sequential importance sampling, as described in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** Inferring controllers using Sequential importance sampling re-sampling

```
Initialise $N$ particles
for $t = 0$ to $T$ do
    for $k = 0$ to $pN$ do
        Sample $\theta^j_d(t) \sim \mathcal{N}(\theta^j_d(t-1), Q_\theta)$
        Sample $K^j_p(t) \sim \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(t-1), Q_{kp})$
        Evaluate $L^k = \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(\theta - \theta^j_d), R)$
    end for
    for $k = pN$ to $N$ do
        Sample $\theta^j_d(t) \sim \Phi(\theta)$
        Sample $K^j_p(t) \sim \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(t-1), Q_{kp})$
        Evaluate $L^k = \mathcal{N}(K^j_p(\theta - \theta^j_d), R)$
    end for
    Draw $N$ samples: $\theta^j_d, K^j_p \sim L^k$
end for
```

The generative task model described above places no limits on the number of controllers required by a task, and is thus flexible enough to extend to almost any feasible manipulation task, through the sequential composition of controllers.
joint goals of importance and that these saliency maps provide a useful prior over regions of interest in a scene.

With this in mind, we sample joint angles using a saliency map and the rejection sampling described in Algorithm 2. Here, goal samples are initially drawn from the set of $M$ joint angles in the demonstration sequence, starting from current joint state $\theta(t)$. This restricts joint angle goals to future joint angles in the demonstration. These samples are then projected into the image plane using robot forward kinematics and a camera model, and an attribution likelihood

$$L_a = \frac{\partial y(I, \theta(t))}{\partial I(x^k_e)}$$

(6)

is evaluated at this image coordinate, $x^k_e$. Finally, we re-sample and jitter the sampled angles given this likelihood to obtain joint angle goal samples.

**Algorithm 2 Sampling from attribution priors**

1. Draw $k = 1 \ldots N_p$ samples: $\theta^k \sim [\theta(t) \ldots \theta(t + M)]$
2. Project samples into image plane: $x^k_e = K F K(\theta^k)$
3. Evaluate attribution likelihood: $L_a^k = \frac{\partial y(I, \theta(t))}{\partial I(x^k_e)}$
4. Draw $k = 1 \ldots N_p$ samples: $\theta^k \sim L_a^k$

Figure 3 shows projected joint angle goal samples drawn using the sampling process above, along with controller roll-outs towards these. It is clear that the proposed sampling process is able draw upon the visual information captured by the end-to-end prediction model to provide good priors over joint angle goals and potential destinations. It should be noted that the saliency prior and proportional goal configuration inductively bias the inference towards goals that correspond with specific objects present in the scene. As a result, saliency-based sampling is unlikely to be useful in situations where image content causes repulsion, for example in a collision avoidance setting, and may result in multiple unused particles here.

**C. Symbol extraction**

Inference using sequential importance sampling and the attribution prior produces a distribution over possible controllers for each time step in a demonstration sequence (Figure 4). Importantly, the periodicity in inferred controller parameters is clearly visible. However, our goal is to build a high level sequence of controllers that describe the demonstrated task at a symbolic level. We isolate this sequence of controllers constituting a demonstration by making use of the effective particle size [17],

$$N_{eff} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=0}^{N} (L^k)^2},$$

(7)

at each time step of the inference process. The intuition behind this is as follows: When a demonstration requires a controller switch towards a new goal, a significant portion of the particles will have low probability mass and therefore a low effective particle size. In contrast, the effective particle size will be greatest when only a single controller is required and a clear joint goal and gain has been established.

This is illustrated for our running example in Figure 5, which shows the effective particle size for each sample in
Fig. 5. The effective particle size is used to identify the chain of proportional controllers used in a demonstration sequence.

the demonstration sequence. A simple peak detector is able to identify points at which a clear joint goal and gain are present, which typically occurs mid-way through a motion. We construct a sequence of controllers by selecting the maximum-a-posteriori controller at each of these points in the demonstration.

This sequence of controller primitives is then clustered (K-means clustering using an elbow criterion to select the number of clusters) in order to produce a symbolic behaviour trace for the demonstration, as shown at the top of Figure 6. Here, each controller is represented by a distinct colour and the sequence of goals constituting a task is clearly visible.

Visual inspection of the image projection of the joint angle goals associated with the identified controller primitives clearly shows that we have successfully extracted the key primitives making up our demonstration sequence, along with the order in which these were visited. Importantly, the task model structure used for inference means that these goals are verifiable and easily interpretable by a robot programmer.

1) Comparison with linear Gaussian systems: We contrast this with the linear motion primitives learned using the conditional Gaussian mixture model approach [24], which lack a clear interpretation. These take the form

\[
\theta(t) = A^j\theta(t-1) + B^j u_\theta,
\]

and require that a linear quadratic regulator be used to find controls given the current state.

This formulation is not particularly compact, as it requires multiple models to describe the motion towards a particular goal. For example, when this approach was used to model motions in our running example, 15 models were required to describe trajectories, using the Bayesian information criterion for model selection. In contrast, the proposed task model produces 5 clearly interpretable models. Fewer models are required for the latter because the proportional controller formulation is invariant to the direction from which a goal is approached.

2) Evaluating the effects of attribution: We compared inference using visual attribution priors to a particle filter under the proposed generative model, but with the sensitivity-based rejection sampling step replaced by a direct draw from the \( M \) future demonstration states directly. As shown in Figure 7, inference using this approach failed to correctly identify suitable proportional controller goals. This can be attributed to a poor effective sample size (see top of Figure 7 and Table I), which makes it challenging to identify controller switching and infer controllers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics: ( N_{\text{eff}} )</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>IQR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribution (( N_p = 50 ))</td>
<td>32.12</td>
<td>48.73</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (( N_p = 50 ))</td>
<td>28.12</td>
<td>42.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importantly, the improved inference quality introduced by the attribution prior results in a greater interquartile range in effective particle number, which allows for the improved detection of controller switches. These experiments clearly show that the proposed rejection sampling approach extracts visual information from the end-to-end model to inform the task identification process.

D. Program induction

The symbolic trace identified above can be simplified into a programmatic representation that can easily be inspected and modified by a robot operator, thereby providing greater levels of flexibility. As discussed earlier, a number of program induction techniques have been developed previously, to deal...
with a variety of grammars or program primitives. These approaches can be expensive and often introduce errors if they fail to reproduce an instruction trace perfectly. In addition, program induction is complicated by the fact that any number of programs could produce a given instruction trace, and the choice of whether one program is more interpretable or elegant than another is highly subjective. The latter is a particular challenge for program induction, as the solution space for programs is extremely large.

In light of this, we propose a string parsing approach that deals with three key aspects (Figure 8) that we consider likely to arise from the compositional structure of the trace inferred using the proposed generative task model. Importantly, these correspond to commonly observed mission requirements in robotics [27], specifically those required for patrolling and sequential visits. This trace is formed of a sequence of proportional controllers, driving a robot through a series of goal states to solve some task. These motion primitives mean that we are likely to observe the following aspects in general tasks.

The first is a looping structure, where a cycle of goal states is visited a number of times. This structure can be identified by finding repeated consecutive sub-sequences in a trace. Since our goal is to produce shorter program structures, we condense traces by replacing repeated sub-sequences in a trace with loops, using an exhaustive search to identify repeated sub-

sequences, and replacing those sub-sequences that repeat the most with looped instructions. We repeat this process for code segments both outside and inside the replaced loops, until no repeated sub-sequences remain.

The second structure we consider is a palindromic or retreating sequence. Here, a task may require a robot to pass through a set of goal states, and then return by reversing through the same set of goal states. We identify this structure by exhaustively searching through code segments after loop detection, and finding all palindromes in the instruction trace of a code segment. We replace palindromic sub-sequences (only those longer than 6 instructions to avoid unnecessary complication) in code by a controller list and a counter that increments until the palindrome centre, before decrementing until the palindrome ends. The palindrome centre state can be considered a goal condition that needs to be met before a trace continues.

Once these structures have been removed, the only remaining code blocks in the program will contain simple sequences with clear starting and terminating goal states. Program listing 1 illustrates this for our running example. It is clear that the synthesised program captures the demonstrated behaviour compactly, and could easily be modified by a robot operator, say to extend the number of loop repetitions or to insert a new
goal if required.
This program is both conceptually similar and of equivalent complexity to the hand-coded example originally used to generate the demonstration (see Program listing 2), which looped indefinitely, executing a simple transition model on each iteration. Differences arise from the finite demonstration length used to infer symbolic traces and the constraints of the proposed triple structure program grammar, which is restricted to loops, palindromes and simple sequences in order to ensure generalisability across tasks.

Listing 2. Original program used to generate demonstration.

```python
class sm():
    def __init__(self):
        self.step = 1
        self.state = 0

    def transition(self, state):
        self.state = self.state + self.step
        if (self.state == 5):
            self.state = -1
        elif (self.state == 0):
            self.step = 1
        return self.state

seq = sm()
state = 0
while (1):
    state = seq.transition(state)
    mc.move(state_explanation[state])
```

E. Symbol grounding

The previous section showed how we can infer low-level controller primitives and construct a corresponding program describing a robot demonstration using these. However, symbol grounding is required if the inferred symbols are to generalise to different configurations of the demonstrated task.

For the purpose of illustration, we ground our symbols by means of symbol-conditioned perception networks (4 convolutional and two dense fully connected layers), \( g_c(I, \phi) \), trained to predict controller goal locations for a given scene, using a mean square error loss,

\[
J = \mathbb{E} [||g_c(I, \phi) - y_{\theta}(c)||].
\]  

Here \( y_{\theta}(c) \) denotes the goal angles extracted from the demonstration sequence for controller \( c \), and \( \phi \) represents network parameters. We leverage the fact that controller goals correspond to visual information for data augmentation, cropping and re-positioning image patches around joint angle goals at projected image locations of joint angles sampled from the robot workspace (Figure 9). This augmentation scheme is inductively biased towards object-based goal prediction, implicitly making the assumption that goals are associated with content in image patches around these. Alternative grounding networks may be required for other situations and for better generalisation to scene variation or multi-camera settings, but this is beyond the scope of this work. Goal prediction via more advanced deep neural networks trained using supervised learning has recently shown excellent performance in real-time drone racing [16], and this performance is likely to extend to more complex tasks.

F. Program synthesis

Given the inferred program and controller primitives, program synthesis becomes trivial. Here, we simply follow the high level program, and execute the required controllers as requested. Controller execution is a simple matter of selecting a joint angle goal using the symbol grounding network, and using a proportional control law with the inferred gains.

This approach allows for generalisation to different task configurations, for example the case in Figure 10, where we have re-ordered the blocks to be visited and the robot is still able to execute the underlying program in the original order. Modifying the program, say to visit blocks in a different order, is easily accomplished using the hybrid system representation. This level of generalisation cannot be easily obtained with end-to-end models like those used for guided policy search [24], and the original model (Figure 2) fails in this configuration. Although approaches like this are often able to generalise well to variations within a task, the abstraction provided by learning a grounded program inherently introduces flexibility with regard to alternative task configurations.

It should be noted that the guided policy search model is unable to replicate the task in our running example as it lacks a recurrent memory component, and is thus unable to model repeated palindromic motions, which require motion conditioned on a longer history of states.
Fig. 11. A tower assembly task using the motion primitives pictured in the figure is used to investigate the proposed task decomposition framework.

Fig. 12. The tower assembly task is decomposed into 4 key controllers (numbered in the figure) using the generative task model. Interestingly, this decomposition is simpler than our original hand-coded rules.

IV. TOWER BUILDING EXAMPLE

Thus far, the proposed framework has been demonstrated on a relatively simple reaching task. This section illustrates our approach in a more complex setting, where we inferred a program and controller primitives to explain a tower disassembly and reassembly task. Here, we programmed a PR2 robot to move blocks from one tower to another, relying on hard-coded positions and offsets, following the general rubric indicated in Figure 11: move above block, lower gripper, close gripper, lift gripper, move above goal, lower gripper, open and raise gripper.

We recorded a single demonstration sequence, and used the generative task model to identify sub-controllers with an end-to-end model trained using supervised learning. Figure 12 shows the segmented controller goal projections for each sub-task identified. Interestingly, the inferred controllers combine aspects that we had decoupled in code, decomposing each stage of the process above into four components: position gripper, close and raise gripper, position block, open and raise gripper.

Clustering the identified controllers results in 15 unique controllers, connected in a simple sequence. A key observation is that the proposed programmatic abstraction means that similar concepts, for example placing a block on a tower, are considered different tasks, as they occur in different positions. This highlights the importance of choosing motion primitives that map to likely concepts in a given scenario. Compositional goal-like motion primitives are inductively biased towards the identification of concepts related to inspection or the manipulation of objects, but program abstraction techniques [14] could be applied to identify higher order concepts if necessary.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a method for extracting a program from demonstrations of robot manipulation tasks. We proposed a probabilistic generative model for learning from one-shot demonstrations that decomposes tasks into a sequence of proportional controllers in joint angle space, with corresponding joint angle goals. Inference under this model draws on prior information extracted from an end-to-end visuomotor controller, leveraging sensitivity analysis for goal identification. Program induction was used to reduce the inferred trace into a form that could be easily modified by a robot operator, and perceptual symbol grounding networks trained to allow task generalisation. We argued that this programmatic compositional formulation is inherently interpretable, as joint goals could be verified by inspection, and that the incorporation of structure (kinematic models, knowledge of controller primitives) into the inference process both simplifies and ensures interpretability of learned behaviours.

Importantly, the proposed approach can be used as an explanation mechanism for reinforcement learning agents or existing end-to-end systems. Synthesising a program by observing an agent can provide valuable insights into its learned behaviours. This also allows for the transfer of learned behaviours when tasks or goals are modified, thereby introducing greater flexibility and improving generalisation across task configurations. Finally, the proposed approach eases system verification, which currently poses a significant barrier to the deployment of end-to-end learning systems.
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